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Abstract: The intensive development of turbochargers power at the end of the decade and two years after the announcement of the 

latest results of this development, "Breakthrough: Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) 10 times below the predicted for 2020 limits" still there is no data 

for the rehabilitation of the contemporary diesel engine. The progress made by the multiplication of turbochargers in bi-turbo, three-turbo 

and four-storied turbo has been underestimated and neglected in the shadow of the publicity for electric, hybrid and gasoline vehicles. 

The article offers progressive technical solutions for casting of aluminum crankcase for turbochargers of new generation through the 

rational use of 3D printed sand molds. The research and application in the foundry of new 3D printer technologies gives the opportunity to 

realize casting with new and additional functions due to their complicated geometry and their high geometric accuracy .
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1. Introduction

The need to reduce air pollution from internal combustion 

engines [1] significantly changed the complexity of aluminium 

alloys castings. In the new versions [2] the turbochargers are 

loaded with new functions and are carriers of new elements related 

to the improvement of combustion [3]. This change in geometry 

can be summarized as an obligation to add additional cores with 

more complex geometry to the standard structures. 

Conventional foundry methods can not accurately realize the 

geometry drawn and required by the new designs. These old 

methods impose numerous geometric changes: tearing the inner 

form from monobloc to a few simpler cores. It is also imperative to 

distort the internal and external walls with the so-called foundry 

slopes in the direction "wherever is possible". If these and other 

changes are rejected by the creators of the desired shape, the 

foundry tools (core boxes, models, moulds) cannot be realized. The 

creators of the new form are forced to retreat back. 

Another problem occurs after the individual constituent 

elements are being established. The assembly (gluing) of several 

separate simple cores to achieve the desired complex internal 

shape, worsens the accuracy and stability of the dimensions. 

Unsatisfactory accuracy becomes visible too late after the casting-

after the machining or even later-during the final tests. 

2. Research

The use of segments of 3d-printed sand has certain 

advantages, the first one is that there is no need for foundry slopes 

to reproduce a geometric shape. A second important advantage is 

that it makes possible the realisation of all complex forms, in a 

single mono-bloc if there are no other prescriptions. 

The purpose of this work is to find and to describe other 

advantages of the printed sand forms, valid for all types of 

substances used to bind sand grains during the printing. 

The research was done on castings with high geometric 

complexity of inner shapes (sometimes external), as the housings 

of various turbochargers. 

The following 3 figures present different experimental elements:  

o Fig. 1 shows 3 photos of Carters for turbochargers, moulded

into sand moulds, realized in industrial 3d-printers 

o Fig. 2 shows 3 pictures of two different cores with complex

geometry, impossible to be realized in conventional technologies; 

o Fig. 3 presents photo of other cores difficult to realize by

conventional technology- narrow cooling channels with extremely 

precise and complex shape, with a minimal machining over-

thickness at the entrance and the exit on each side. 

In the narrow space between the different elements of 

compact combustion engines, each millimetre is carefully foreseen. 

Installing or dismantling to replace wrong elements is 

unacceptable. The over-thickness for machining is minimum and 

the casting part could be scraped if it is more or not enough:  

o The rupture of the core during the casting;

oCauses leakage due to "lack of material" on the surface of the

seals. 

Fig.1 Photos of aluminium parts casted in to 3D-printed sand. The 

moulds are made up of segments printed in industrial printers. 

Finding a successful technical solution for the removal of 

gases in a safe direction would make unnecessary the search for 

other complications in the opposite direction – how to improve the 

density. 

 (a)      (b) 

Fig. 2 Photos of 3d-printed sand segments: 

a) Two views of central-core in 3D-printed sand;

b) 3D-printed core "Monoblock" with the highest complexity

     (a)      (b) 

Fig. 3 Photos of another type of 3d-printed sand segments: 

(a) Photos of the same sand core for a cooling channel in

aluminium cast part - top view (left) and bottom view (right); 

(b) Photo of another core of a cooling channel with a

complex geometric shape. (Pen on the right is a witness to the 

scale) 

When using 3 d-printed forms for aluminium castings, it 

should be reported that the casting of these alloys is at relatively 

low temperatures (below 760 °c). This advantage helps to abandon 

old perceptions that the binder  is determined by the foundryman. 

Today it is time to progress through:  

o Completion of the outdated discussions about the type

and percentage of the binder. It is already optimised by the printing 

experts, and separately for each binder. 
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o All binders, whether or not based on furan, phenol or 

inorganic resins/substances, when they come into contact with the 

liquid metal, heat and emit gases, regardless of whether the process 

is degradation, burning or evaporation. 

o Avoid hermetically closing of the printed segments into 

each other.  

o Avoid the blocking of the possibilities for removal of the 

gases (or vapours) that have been caused during casting and 

solidification. Sometimes specialists are doing the opposite – 

useless deepening in details about the chemical processes, but not 

to be removed, but with the only goal to search for new arguments 

for maintaining the old discussions. 

o To make simple "paths" to avoid increased pressure of 

the formed gas, through its evacuation from critical places or at 

critical moments, without complicating the reflections about the 

chemical process for the formation of this gas. 

 

In order to find efficient solutions, the current work is 

inspired by the process of producing sand cores "Croning" [4], 

rather specialised in aluminium castings. In the realization of the 

cores for aluminium castings with "Croning" process is searched 

for a cores’ structure and choice of the appropriate machine, in 

which to empty the core's interlayer, keeping only one shell of a 

few millimetres left in contact with the heated sand core box. 

These numerous cases existed in turbochargers from the very 

beginning of the turbocharger supply in the '70s of the 20th 

century. Besides what already exists in the "Croning"-process, the 

idea of making a two-layered core is used in this case. In contrast 

to an old idea of applying a sand with different sizes, in the case 

here, the second layer of the core is from the same sand, but it is 

done so that the presence of resin in the inner layer is avoided. It 

doesn't matter whether the resin is on furan, phenol or inorganic 

base.  

 

The following figure Fig.4 is a diagram of a typical sand 

shape with permeability activated [5]. 

 

 
 

Fig.4 Diagram of sand form made up of segments, printed in 

industrial 3D printers, with permeability activated.  

 

The indications are as follows: 1-liquid metal; 2 - Sand 

form of 3d-printed segments (upper and lower forms, inserts or 

other parts); 3 - Core (one of the 3d-printed segments); 4.5 - Marks 

of the core; 6 - runer; 7 - casting part; 8 - layer of the printed 

segment that contains the resin; 9 - The other layer of the printed 

segment that does not contain resin; 10 - direction of evacuation of 

gases (or steam, or smoke from combustion, if it exists). The two 

layers (8) and (9) are a constituent part of the core (3). 

 

In the cases where the surface of the core is almost entirely 

surrounded by the hardening liquid metal, the gas (from 

evaporation, decomposition, or burning of the resin) is formed very 

quickly in contact with the liquid metal. Permeability activation 

allows this gas, formed during filling and hardening, to be 

evacuated inside the segment. This gas is then routed to the outside 

of the form by channels specially designed for its evacuation.  

If this activation does not exist, if it is blocked or destroyed 

for various other reasons, the absence of outlet increases the 

pressure inside the core and the gas created (no matter how it is 

formed-from evaporation, decomposition, or burning resin) begins 

to penetrate the opposite direction-to the liquid or partially 

hardened metal.  

The sand moulds for this study have been printed by 

industrial 3D printers provided for the presentation of services 

accessible in Europe "articles of 3d-printed sand" [6].  

On Fig. 5 A picture of a slender 3 D-printed form is shown, 

taken approximately 2 minutes immediately after casting. At the 

front and alongside we observe traces of gas leaving the shape. 

Evacuation of this gas is calm, evenly without thrusts or 

combustion. The white colour of this gas is probably due to 

products from the decomposition of the resin to carbon dioxide and 

other ingredients which have not been able to be glued to the sand 

grains through which they pass until they cool or leave the form on 

the pathways of activation of the permeability. 

 

The cast part is an aluminium turbo compressor housing. 

 

 
Fig.5 Picture of 3D-printed sand mould, taken almost 2 

minutes after casting. 

 

White spots on both sides of the form indicate the evacuation 

of gas, which is emitted by the contact of the core with the liquid 

metal, through the specially made channels, following the 

pathways for activation of permeability sequentially. 

This result is confirmed by numerous other castings for 

turbochargers. 

The solution found is also confirmed for other types of 

castings for the automotive industry, such as differential clutch 

casings, gearbox casings, steering gearboxes, steering deck casings, 

hybrid vehicle deck casings [7], other specific cases, pump bodies, 

mouldings for cylinder heads of combustion engines, electric 

engine bodies etc. 

 

3. Conclusions 
 

 1. The use of 3d-printed molds for aluminum complex-

geometric casting parts is possible and essential to achieve the 

exact form without any "adjustment" to conventional foundry 

requirements. 

2. The production of casting parts with hight geometric 

complexity in 3d-printed forms is more advantageous in terms of 

time and global budget (price of foundry coreboxes, pattern plates 

or other tools and price of casting). 

3. The application of 3d-printed moulds is a modern casting 

process that requires specific knowledge and training specially 

adapted to the users and the training of 3d-design teams is very 

important 

4. The use of 3d-printed molds for castings, easily produced 

by conventional methods, is useless and unjustified, makes no 

sense for industrial needs. 

5. The production of cast parts in 3d printed sand moulds is 

entirely digital after learning of all the specifics of this casting 
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process. With this technology, it is possible to produce good and 

without any defects part from the first casting . The only condition 

is that the development of the process optimization is also done by 

the digital way and carried out by virtual casting professionals.  

6. The use of 3d-printed forms in parallel with gravitational

aluminum diecastings can find successfully stable and fast 

solutions waiting for the industrial development of "direct" printing 

[9] of aluminum products.
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